Task 1

Shall we have some
clip-and-paste fun?
Here is a drawing of a brain. You use your brain to do everything that you do. When you have
dementia, your brain cannot do the things that it usually can do. Colour in the brain, in a way that
you think makes it look really nice. Afterwards, cut out the encircled drawings on the bottom of the
page and glue them onto the brain. Now you can see all the things your brain does every single day.
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Task 2

FIND A WAY OUT OF
THE BRAIN MAZE
Are you good at finding your way around? Then try and find a way out of this brain maze. But be
careful! There are many tricky wrong turns that get you lost. Use your pencil to draw the whole way,
from the start to the finish. Good luck!
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Task 3

WHAT IS THAT?
Here are lots of things that people used long ago. Can you guess what they are? You can compete
with each other by splitting into two groups. The group that makes the most correct guesses is the
winner. Have a great game!
PS: If no one knows what the answer is, your teacher can find the correct answer in the guide for
teachers.
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Hint
You use it when
you want to eat
cereal.

Hint
You use it when
you want to have
tidy hair.

Hint
You use it when
you ride a bike.

Hint
You use it to
repair clothing.
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Hint
What you place
inside it, you need
to use fire to light.

Hint
Men use this in the bathroom.

Hint
You use this when
preparing food.

Hint
You use this in
the kitchen.
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Task 4

GAMES YOUR
GRANDMOTHER
PLAYED AS A CHILD
1) How many matchsticks am I
holding game

This is a very old game that you can play with matchsticks.
It is very simple to play. Each person in the game gets three
matchsticks. They hold their hands behind their back with their
matchsticks and hide either one, two or all three matchsticks
in one closed hand. They then put out their closed hand. Each
person then takes a turn to guess how many matchsticks are
being held all together by everyone. Once you have chosen
a number, it cannot be chosen by someone else. If you guess
the right number, you are then allowed to take one of your
matchsticks out of the game. In other words, there are fewer
matchsticks in the game.

Pssttttt:
You can
also use s
mall pape
r
balls or s
tones ins
te
ad
of match
sticks. Ju
st so
long as yo
u can hid
e
them in o
ne hand.

If no one guesses the right number, you just do another round.
You take turns to make the first guess. The person who is the
first to have no matches left is the winner.

2) Marble game

Children started to play with glass marbles in the 1930s. One
of the games they played involved each child throwing one of
their marbles into a circle. Then each child would take a turn at
using another marble, which was called a ‘shooter’, to try and
hit one of the marbles in the circle. If the player hit a marble
that was already in the circle, the player was allowed to keep
it (they would now remove this marble from the circle) and
gained an extra turn. The game would carry on like this until the
player no longer hit another marble. When this happened, the
player would have to leave their ‘shooter’ marble in the circle.
Then it was the next player’s turn.

Pssttttt:
You can
also use c
enticube
s
or Plus-P
lus shape
s
to
play the g
ame.

And like the player before them, If the new player hit a marble
that was already in the circle, they could keep that marble (they
too would now remove this marble from the circle) and gain
an extra turn, until they no longer hit another marble. Then it
would be the next player’s turn .... and the game would continue
like that. And the game is over when there are no marbles left
to hit in the circle. It is best to play marbles on a flat floor.
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